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Bad Times

2008:
» “It’s the worst economic crisis since the 30’s”, Mark Gertler, New York University

2009:
» “I think [the crisis] is going to last a lot longer than we have anticipated” – Anne Mulcahy, CEO Xerox Corp

2010:
» “After two years of crashing banking systems and economic recession, the euro zone enters 2010 with a full-blown debt crisis. The European Commission warns that public finances in half of the 16 euro-zone nations are at high risk of becoming unsustainable” – Wall Street Journal
Building a new order (1)

» Wall Street Journal: three things are needed to bring the deleveraging process to an end:
  a) Financial institutions must write down the value of distressed assets
  b) All need to pay off debt
  c) Capital cushions should be rebuilt

» How to do that?
  a) is a tough accounting exercise
  b) requires new money
  c) requires new money too

» But the money …has not disappeared
Building a new order (2)

» Where is the money?
   - Some assets are gone,
   - …but large sums of capital remain
   - …just some too scared to show up

» As soon as capital sums show up again, cash will flow again and b) and c) will be carried out

» Non-financial parts of the economy must help revitalise the capital flow
The way ahead for Europe

» LEAN methodology states that a problem has to be perceived as an opportunity

» “La crise, moteur du capitalisme”:
- André Orléan, Le Monde: “Les grandes déflagrations économiques, sociales et monétaires permettent de passer d'un système à un autre. Le krach de 2007 nous oblige à réinventer un modèle de croissance”

» Completely new concepts are needed:
Innovation is our ahead sign

» Merriam-Webster defines “crisis” as “an unstable or crucial time or state of affairs in which a decisive change is impending. This definition implies that during times of uncertainty or instability, opportunities, i.e., moments of “decisive change,” may arise. In times of crisis, opportunities emerge, and creativity, innovation, and entrepreneurship are inspired.

» Supermarkets, laundromats, the car radio, the chocolate chip cookie, the electric dry razor, and the Monopoly game, were invented during the Great Depression. (source: American Journal of P.E.).

» A crisis challenges “business as usual” and produces an urgency for change.
New services should turn up

» Money will show up as soon as
  - New appealing services are offered
  - Efficient “value for money” rate is shown
  - A trustworthy environment is provided for accessing those services

» Competitiveness and Innovation are the two engines that will boost the economy

» That is the challenge of the services to be offered:
  - Attractive
  - Trustworthy
  - Efficient
Current Internet

» In internet… you can do it all now:
  - Current infrastructure almost reaches limits of service and content offerings

» Is there anything new?

» Where is the “innovation” that can be offered?

» How can some “known” be “Attractive”?

» How can internet be trustworthy?

» We have to drive Future Internet in the right direction
Technologies for FI - the vision of Atos

Who are the players?

» Users
- The Person (hub of the whole constellation)
- Groups of persons: friends, companies, public agencies, NGO’s, institutions…

» Information
- Information as such: semantic technologies
- Information processing: efficiency, security, real-time
- Services: not reactive but proactive, the machine should be thinking…
  …preparing options on your behalf
- From Knowledge to Wisdom

» Need for the “virtual intermate”
- An “internet-linked” friend
- with a light link to the Person
- replaces you acting on your behalf
- acquiring knowledge
- composing services
- providing assessment or decisions
Atos, a zero-email company in 2014

- Salesforce: 70% of workers are sent irrelevant e-mails or copied in e-mails of no interest.
- Managers spend 5 to 20 hours a week on e-mails.
- Atos managers, already using social media networking more than search, and spent 25% of time searching for information
- “E-mail is on its way out as the best way to run a company and do business”
Atos, a cloud company

- One of the best cloud offerings (Penteo, April 2011)

- **AtosSphere+Testing&Development Platform**, complete and flexible portfolio to meet broad **organisation needs**, advise & implement a **smooth migration** to cloud
  - Dedicated / private / public cloud
  - all delivery models: IaaS, SaaS, PaaS

- Standard cloud benefits + **Trust&Security** perceived by Atos clients

**Ongoing research**

Cloud ecosystem for allowing organizations to automatically externalize applications to trustworthy and auditable cloud providers

Semantic interoperability among current cloud infrastructures
Future Internet - The risks of driving together

From an administrative point of view:

» A Public & Private Partnership implies basic discussions and agreements concerning the direction to take

» There must be complete, seamless integration between public and private sides…

» …and among private actors too.

» Else, driving the PPP might become a nightmare
PPP - The public side

From the public side:

» Resources must be **committed** since day 1
» Coordination between EU and member states must be **cleared** before starting
» The role of public actors must be “to protect and to serve” ->
  » Guarantee the continuous support to the construction
  » Perform an intensive surveillance on the right construction
PPP - The private side

From the private side:

» Resources must be committed since day 1 (as well)

» The co-opetition must be based on agreed conflict-resolution mechanisms

» We are here for building, not for getting a bailout -> long-term view

» Users must be in and working

» Large companies may lay the foundations, but, SMEs have to be deeply involved for the deployment phase
Europe is waiting

European economy needs our leveraging

» European society, today, is in need.

» Expectations of European citizens are high.

» They are attentive to how well we perform the PPP and how European economy will be leveraged based on that.

» We can do it!

» We have a mission. We can’t hesitate.
Thank you
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